We investigate the spectral geometry of the exceptional Jordan algebra and its extensions. We examine the spectrum of the exceptional Jordan algebra over the sixteen-dimensional space of primitive idempotents, where it exhibits three real eigenvalues. We interpret the spectrum as coordinates for a coincident D-brane system where the real eigenvalues correspond to positions of three D0-branes on a line in the octonionic projective plane. The F 4 gauge symmetry arises from the isometries of the octonionic projective plane. An argument is also given for the exceptional Jordan C*-algebra, where E 6 symmetry arises. We conclude that M-theory, in Jordan matrix models, is inherently a sixteen-dimensional theory originating in octonionic matrix space. This matrix space demonstrates the existence of a Jordan algebraic Gel'fand-Naimark theorem, where a nonassociative geometry is produced from the spectrum of a nonassociative algebra.
The utility of Jordan algebras stems from their relationship to projective geometry, as rank one and two projections of Jordan algebras give points and lines in projective space. Using rank one projections of h N (C) for instance, we can construct the complex projective space CP N −1 which has the unitary group U (N ) acting as isometries [7] . Physically, this relationship manifests itself with N-coincident branes, where the unitary group is interpreted as the gauge symmetry, the internal degree of freedom of the fundamental string at every point on the world-volume of the U (N ) identical branes [8] . Thus the internal degree of freedom of the fundamental string corresponds to isometries of the projective space generated by rank one projection matrices. We will show in section 3.3 that projective space ultimately places spacetime and internal geometry on equal footing.
From a Jordan algebraic perspective, it is natural to consider the exceptional analog of the complex N × N hermitian system, where trace one projections of the exceptional Jordan algebra are points of the sixteendimensional projective space OP 2 , which has the exceptional group F 4 acting as isometries. To pursue this analog, however, requires knowledge of the eigenvalues of the exceptional Jordan algebra, which involves calculations over the noncommutative, nonassociative octonions 1 . Fortunately, the exceptional Jordan eigenvalue problem was solved in [9] , where it was shown that the appropriate generalization of the traditional eigenvalue problem in non-octonionic cases is:
A • e = λe
where e is a primitive idempotent of the exceptional Jordan algebra and the Jordan product is used on the left-hand side. This problem yields three real eigenvalues leading to a decomposition in terms of orthogonal primitive idempotents.
With the three real eigenvalues of the exceptional Jordan algebra, we construct a system of 3-coincident branes, using the eigenvalues to identify three matrix points in OP 2 . These three matrix points correspond to the positions of three D0-branes one an OP 1 line in sixteen-dimensional projective space. The system exhibits F 4 gauge symmetry by the F 4 isometry group of OP 2 . Then noting the exceptional Jordan algebra is the self-adjoint part of the exceptional Jordan C*-algebra [20] h 3 (C ⊗ O), we describe a larger system that exhibits E 6 symmetry through the isometries of the bioctonionic projective plane (C ⊗ O)P 2 .
A dual picture of the geometry arising from coincident branes emerges if we consider the Jordan C*-algebra as a structure algebra of a spectral triple. As the Jordan C*-algebra is a finite-dimensional commutative C*-algebra, we may consider it an algebra of functions on a finite set of points, by the Gel'fand-Naimark theorem [13] . However, the Jordan C*-algebra is nonassociative and the functions involved are octonionic, so this falls out of the range of the classical Gel'fand-Naimark theorem. We argue this demonstrates the existence of Jordan algebraic Gel'fand-Naimark theorem 2 , which produces a finite point spectrum with nonassociative structure algebra. This finite point space provides a Jordan algebraic version of reduction to 0+1 dimensions. In the final section, we extend this view to the noncommutative, nonassociative case, where we introduce the noncommutative Jordan *-algebras and examine their relation to finite noncommutative-nonassociative geometry and the Lie groups E 7 and E 8 .
The Exceptional Jordan Algebra h 3 (O)

Algebraic Properties
The exceptional Jordan Algebra h 3 (O) consists of 3×3 hermitian matrices over the octonions of the form:
It is closed under the Jordan product:
The Jordan product satisfies:
hence h 3 (O) is commutative and power-associative.
The group of automorphisms of h 3 (O) form a Lie group via:
and we can diagonalize elements of h 3 (O) using F 4 transformations [10, 11] . The infinitesimal action of F 4 on an element Φ ∈ h 3 (O) can be written using traceless matrices X 1 , X 2 , X 3 of the twenty-six dimensional subalgebra
The derivations of h 3 (O) decompose as:
where
The derivation formula for h 3 (O) is analogous to that of h N (C), for N =3:
where der(C) vanishes as C is commutative and associative. These and many of the geometric properties of the next section can be found in the excellent paper by J. Baez [7] .
Geometric Properties
The trace one projections of h 3 (O) are points of the octonionic projective plane OP 2 , while trace two projections are lines in OP 2 that are copies of OP 1 [14] . Following the calculations in [15] , trace one projections assume the form:
The projective space OP 2 , built from the projections obeys the following axioms [7] : (a) For any two distinct points p, q there is a unique line pq on which they both lie. (b) For any line, there are at least three points lying on this line. (c) If a, b, c, d are distinct points and there is a point lying on both ab and cd, then there is a point lying on both ac and bd. The octonionic projective plane OP 2 enables us to relate the Jordan algebra h 3 (O) to Lie algebras via its isometries [16] which give:
In terms of Lie groups, OP 2 can be expressed in coset form as:
This implies the tangent space of a point in OP 2 is isomorphic to f 4 /so(9), which is just O 2 . This allows us to write [7] :
This gives an elegant octonionic spinor representation of so (9) as O 2 . In fact, we can recover this same tangent space in the isomorphism [7] :
where the twenty-seven dimensional nature of h 3 (O) is manifest.
The Fuzzy Geometry of h 3 (O)
Historically, it was believed the exceptional Jordan algebra h 3 (O) suffered from a lack of a Hilbert space formulation. This issue, however, has been resolved by formulating the quantum theory in terms of the algebra of observables alone [17] , using the concept of a Jordan module. The Jordan module aids in a Hilbert space construction, for which operators from h 3 (O) act on primitive idempotents by left multiplication. These primitive idempotents are the trace one projections of h 3 (O), the points of the octonionic projective plane OP 2 . The eigenvalue problem for the exceptional Jordan algebra is written as:
and exhibits three real solutions [9] , with corresponding eigenmatrices lying in the octonionic projective plane OP 2 . With the existence of three real eigenvalues, it is natural to explore the geometric implications of the procedure. A (real) lower dimensional analogy can be found in [13] , where we have the ordinary round two-sphere and the rotational group SO(3) acting on it. We introduce a lattice structure on the sphere by identifying two points, as north and south poles for instance. By choosing two points we break rotational invariance; it can be restored at the expense of commutivity. We accomplish this by extending the functions on the two points from 2 × 2 diagonal matrices to the noncommutative algebra of all 2 × 2 matrices M 2 (R), and in essence, smear the two points over the surface of the sphere, making them two cells. An observable in this context is a 2 × 2 hermitian matrix with two real eigenvalues, its values on the two cells.
What was done with the two-sphere can be generalized by viewing the two-sphere as the projective space RP 2 , with the Lie group SO(3) acting as isometries. By using the exceptional Jordan algebra, we are replacing the real projective space RP 2 with the octonionic projective space OP 2 , which has the Lie group F 4 acting as isometries. If we identify two points on OP 2 , we have the noncommutative algebra M 2 (O) acting as functions over the two points, with observables as 2 × 2 hermitian elements of h 2 (O). When working with 3 × 3 hermitian matrices of h 3 (O) we consider observables with three eigenvalues, so there are three cells in OP 2 for which the matrices take values, hence three points. These points lie on the same line because they are multiples of the same projection matrix in the eigenvalue problem. Recall from section 2.2 that this line is a copy of OP 1 . For these points, the SO(9) subgroup of F 4 leaves one point invariant, and transformations on OP 2 map this point into the other points [23] . The algebra of all 3 × 3 octonionic matrices M 3 (O) is the general algebra of functions in this case, with h 3 (O) as the commutative algebra of observables.
Invoking the JB-algebra formulation of quantum mechanics [17] to find the expectation value in our present context, we take a hermitian matrix from h 3 (O) and projection p to get:
where tr is the trace satisfying trA
, such a trace can yield an octonionic value ϕ ∈ O. However, for hermitian Φ and projection p in h 3 (O), the Jordan product ensures the trace will be real valued.
D-branes with F 4 Gauge Symmetry
As described in [18] , D-branes are not rigid hyperplanes in space-time. Their embedded shape in spacetime is described by scalar fields Φ m m = p + 1, ..., d − 1, which are associated with the massless modes of open strings stretched between the D-branes. The scalar fields Φ m are N × N hermitian matrices that describe fluctuations of the Dp-brane in the directions transverse to the brane. These hermitian matrices can be diagonalized by U (N ) gauge transformations as: We now construct an N = 3 coincident D-brane system using 3 × 3 hermitian matrices from h 3 (O), and argue that F 4 symmetry replace U (N ) in this setting. Aside from the F 4 isometries, we argue this because hermitian matrices of h 3 (O) are not diagonalized using U (N ) transformations. Instead, they are diagonalized via F 4 transformations, so the system should have F 4 gauge symmetry. We begin by using the three real eigenvalues λ i , i = 1, 2, 3 of a hermitian matrix Φ from h 3 (O). Using F 4 transformations [9] M, we diagonalize Φ as:
These eigenvalues give us values for Φ on the three Planck cells covering the sixteen-dimensional projective plane OP 2 , and provide three localized matrix points corresponding to the positions of three D0-branes: [22] . This metric may appear strange, but we must recall that the line D 1 D 3 is an eight-dimensional compactified projective space OP 1 , and requires a non-trivial metric based on the Jordan product from JB-algebra quantum mechanics [17, 20, 22] .
In summary, matrices of h 3 (O) exhibit three eigenvalues over the space OP 2 , giving us three collinear D0-branes in OP 2 subject to SO(9) transformations. The line on which they all initially lie is a copy of OP 1 , so the line is an eight dimensional Riemann sphere. When the D0-branes separate in directions transverse to the line, we describe the fundamental string movements in eight spatial dimensions, along with their worldsheet coordinates, giving ten-dimensional spacetime. If we assign scalar fields based on these ten transverse directions, we have nine scalar fields Φ m m = 1, ..., 9 describing fluctuations of the fundamental strings in ten-dimensional spacetime. These hermitian scalar fields are octonionic and form the Jordan algebra h 2 (O), which is a subalgebra of h 3 (O).
When the branes separate in sixteen-dimensional OP 2 , the original F 4 gauge symmetry of the coincident branes is broken to subgroups. The maximal subgroup SU (3) × SU (3) c of F 4 can occur, and is related to isometries of the complex projective space CP 2 and automorphisms of the complex Jordan algebra h 3 (C), showing that the Higgs mechanism involves the reduction of projective spaces and Jordan algebras.
The exceptional Lie group G 2 , is the group of automorphisms of the off-diagonal octonionic entries of the M ij and Φ ij i = j. It interesting to ponder the connection to manifolds of G 2 holonomy [24] . Given a point x ∈ M , where M is an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the holonomy group at x is a subgroup of all isometries at x, isomorphic to O(n). On the smooth manifold OP 2 , the group of isometries is F 4 . Since F 4 describes the collective automorphisms of the three fundamental strings connecting the three D0-branes, given a single function between two D0-branes, the automorphisms of a single string are of type G 2 . So we expect to find a space such that G 2 acts as isometries. We conjecture this is OP 1 , the octonionic Riemann sphere, so that a manifold of G 2 holonomy is a seven dimensional subspace of OP 1 , and Calabi-Yau manifolds arise as intersections in projective space, as expected [25] .
Hence the exceptional Jordan algebra h 3 (O) provides a system of coincident D0-branes in sixteen-dimensional projective space, which can be viewed as a sixteen-dimensional quantized membrane. This places spacetime itself in charge space OP 2 , thus uniting spacetime and internal geometry in a fuzzy matrix geometry. So M-theory is not an eleven-dimensional theory after all, but is much richer than previously suspected. The eleventh dimension of Mtheory ultimately is eight-dimensional on its own, and is mathematically a dynamical copy of the octonionic Riemann sphere. The eleventh dimension of M-theory is only treated as a circle S 1 in the context of being a line in projective space OP 2 . This concludes the discussion of the F 4 coincident D-brane system. Such a system is more of an interpretation of the geometry of the exceptional Jordan algebra than a viable physical model, even though the geometry may be related to the matrix model of Smolin [3] . Physically, the resulting gauge symmetry F 4 is too small to include the SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) gauge symmetry of the standard model. It is interesting to note, however, that the complexified version of h 3 (O), the Jordan C*-algebra h 3 (C⊗O), does provide compact E 6 symmetry as the isometry group over the associated projective space (C ⊗ O)P 2 .
3 The Exceptional Jordan C*-algebra h 3 (C ⊗ O)
Algebraic Properties
Using the exceptional Jordan algebra, we can form an element of h 3 (C ⊗ O) as a complexification of the elements of h 3 (O):
Here we explicitly see the exceptional Jordan algebra h 3 (O) as the selfadjoint part of h 3 (C ⊗ O), where i commutes with the units of the octonions and satisfies i 2 = −1. This and the general result that each JB-algebra is the self-adjoint part of a unique Jordan C*-algebra were proven in [20] . Henceforth, following mathematical convention, we refer to the complexified exceptional Jordan algebra h 3 (C ⊗ O) as the exceptional Jordan C*-algebra.
The exceptional Jordan C*-algebra is closed under the Jordan product and satisfies the Jordan C*-algebra properties ∀x, y, z:
These properties together imply the C*-algebra property ||z • z * || = ||z|| 2 . Thus the exceptional Jordan C*-algebra is a commutative but nonassociative C*-algebra under the Jordan product.
Definition 3.1. For a C*-algebra A, and a JB-algebra X define the automorphism groups
In the case of the JB-algebra h 3 (O) we have Aut(h 3 (O)) = F 4 . Clearly, we would hope for a generalized relation such as Aut(h 3 (C ⊗ O)) = E 6 . However, the best we can do for now is use the derivations of h 3 (C ⊗ O) and see that [7] :
which is reminiscent of the Magic square construction [21] of all the derivations of h 3 (O). The derivations prove useful in the spectral interpretation of the exceptional Jordan C*-algebra, where they are akin to vector fields over the finite point spectrum space [13] . The Lie group E 6 is recovered in the dual geometric construction of the spectral space, as isometries [7] of the sixteen (complex) dimensional projective space (C ⊗ O)P 2 .
Geometric Properties
The exceptional Jordan C*-algebra has its own associated projective space, the complex octonionic projective plane (C ⊗ O)P 2 . It, like OP 2 , is built of states associated with idempotent projection operators [22] . These operators satisfy:
where the × product is called the Freudenthal product. This product is defined as:
We can define the complex octonionic projective plane using E 6 as:
which has Euler number 27 [23] and (C⊗O) 2 as a tangent space at each point [7] . The isometries of the complex octonionic projective plane (C ⊗ O)P 2 give us exactly:
At the Lie algebra level this amounts to:
Given two states in (C ⊗ O)P 2 , the distance (transition probability), is given by [22] :
It is possible to formulate a generalized quantum mechanics in this setting [22] , as was done with JB-algebras [17] . However, in this setting elements of h 3 (C ⊗ O) are no longer self-adjoint in the usual sense.
D-Branes with E 6 Gauge Symmetry
Although the eigenvalue problem for h 3 (C ⊗ O) has not been solved, we can use the projective space (C ⊗ O)P 2 to sketch arguments for coincident Dbranes with E 6 symmetry. In this case the hermitian matrices to diagonalize are elements of h 3 (C ⊗ O), where they form the twenty-seven dimensional representation of E 6 . The internal space is (C ⊗ O)P 2 , which has E 6 as the group of isometries. We expect the eigenvalues to be complex, corresponding to three cells on (C⊗O)P 2 for which the observables of h 3 (C⊗O) take values. The eigenvalues are interpreted as the ground state for three D0-branes, collinear on a line (C ⊗ O)P 1 in (C ⊗ O)P 2 . We work with the derivations of h 3 (C ⊗ O), as discussed in section 3.1, to determine the string states for this system as:
So for two D0-branes, the short string connecting them still exhibits G 2 behavior because of the vanishing of the derivations of C.
As the D0-branes separate so that they are no longer collinear on (C ⊗ O)P 1 , E 6 gauge symmetry will be broken down to subgroups. After separation, there exists a configuration that breaks E 6 to the subgroup SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1), which is the gauge symmetry of the standard model.
In (C ⊗ O)P 2 we expect a Calabi-Yau 3-fold to emerge as an intersection in a sub-projective space [25] . As (C ⊗ O)P 2 has Euler number 27 [23] this sub-projective space should have Euler number 27/4 ≈ 6, which is required in the index equation:
where the Calabi-Yau 3-fold must have Euler number χ(K) = ±6 to get the correct number of massless families [31] . These three massless families are expected to originate from the modes of the three fundamental strings connecting the three collinear D0-branes.
The Dual Spectral e 6 Geometry
As h 3 (C⊗O) is a finite dimensional commutative C*-algebra, we are tempted to regard it as an algebra of functions over a finite point space [13] by the Gel'fand-Naimark theorem, where we recover a compact topological space X from the spectrum of a commutative C*-algebra A, such that complex continuous functions C(X) = A. However, h 3 (C ⊗ O) is nonassociative, which results in nonassociative functions over a finite point space. The functions are not merely complex, but are complex octonionic. So we expect a nonassociative version of the Gel'fand-Naimark theorem for which complex octonionic functions are described over finite point space.
To determine the number of points of this finite point space, we follow the example of h 3 (O), which exhibits three real eigenvalues over the space of primitive idempotents. We thus conclude that for h 3 (C ⊗ O) we will have a three point spectrum over the projective space (C ⊗ O)P 2 , and consider it as the complex analog of the h 3 (O) function space. The resulting picture is a three point space with functions from h 3 (C ⊗ O), and vector fields provided by the derivations der(h 3 (C ⊗ O)), which are of Lie algebra type E 6 .
Using the concrete example of h 3 (O) and its eigenvalues, we posit the existence of a Jordan algebraic Gel'fand-Naimark theorem for Jordan *-algebras, where the spectral space posesses a nonassociative algebra as functions, collectively serving as a nonassociative geometry.
Noncommutative algebras h 3 (H⊗O) and h 3 (O⊗O)
In this section we introduce the noncommutative *-algebras h 3 (H ⊗ O) and h 3 (O ⊗ O) and speculate on their applications to coincident D-brane models with E 7 and E 8 gauge symmetry.
h 3 (H ⊗ O) and E 7 symmetry
The algebra h 3 (H ⊗ O) consists of 3 × 3 self-adjoint matrices over the quateroctonions H ⊗ O. Elements of h 3 (H ⊗ O) are expressed as:
The algebra h 3 (H⊗O) is not a true Jordan algebra, but we nevertheless refer to it as a noncommutative Jordan algebra. To close the algebra requires introducing a commutator product 3 :
We will use the Magic square construction [21] to attempt to examine some of the derivations, which we suspect are related to isometries of the pseudoprojective space, (H ⊗ O)P 2 , which is defined [7] as:
The space has Euler number 63 [23] . By the Magic square construction, the derivations of (H ⊗ O)P 2 should separate as:
where der(H) does not vanish because H is noncommutative. Thus, the derivations of the algebra produce the Lie algebra e 7 while the isometries of (H⊗O)P 2 give us the Lie group E 7 . This is in harmony with the construction for h 3 (O). So we conjecture that projections of h 3 (H ⊗ O) are points in the pseudo-projective space (H ⊗ O)P 2 . Given this is true, we can create a twenty-seven (quaternionic) dimensional version of the coincident D-brane system, for which the sixteen (quaternionic) dimensional pseudo-projective space is (H ⊗ O)P 2 , which has its E 7 isometry group providing E 7 gauge symmetry.
h 3 (O ⊗ O) and E 8 symmetry
The algebra h 3 (O ⊗ O) is the largest and most mysterious of the noncommutative Jordan algebras. It consists of 3 × 3 self-adjoint matrices over the octooctonions O ⊗ O. The elements of h 3 (O ⊗ O) are written as:
3 The proof is found in 6.6 of the appendix.
As with h 3 (H ⊗ O), we close the algebra with the product:
Using the Magic square construction [20, 7] to describe the derivations of h 3 (H ⊗ O), we have:
where we see two copies of the G 2 Lie algebra arising from the derivations of O ⊗ O. The Lie algebra e 8 can also be split as [7] :
so we can relate derivations to spinor representations, which may lead to a correspondence between derivations and D0-D8 bound states [8] . The listed derivations above give the E 8 Lie algebra, so we once again expect a relation with the E 8 Lie group isometries of (O ⊗ O)P 2 [7] . There is presently no construction of (O ⊗ O)P 2 with projection matrices of h 3 (O ⊗ O), but there is the definition [7] :
The hope is to eventually define projection matrices of h 3 (O ⊗ O) such that they yield points of (O ⊗ O)P 2 , enabling us to treat (O ⊗ O)P 2 as a space of generalized primitive idempotents. Then we expect to have three octonionic eigenvalues of h 3 (O⊗O) for which elements take values on three Planck cells in (O⊗O)P 2 . This would be an example of a noncommutative-nonassociative geometry, because the structure algebra h 3 (O ⊗ O) is noncommutative and nonassociative.
A Jordan algebraic E 8 × E 8 theory
In the last section we related h 3 (O ⊗ O) to E 8 symmetry via the pseudoprojective space (O ⊗ O)P 2 . In this section we will take h 3 (O ⊗ O) as an algebra of observables over (O ⊗ O)P 2 . The algebra h 3 (O ⊗ O) provides twenty-seven octonionic dimensions of freedom. We expect projections of h 3 (O ⊗ O) to yield the points of the pseudo-projective space (O ⊗ O)P 2 which provides sixteen dimensions to cover with three Planck cells. The resulting picture gives us three D0-branes
The gauge symmetry is E 8 , the isometry group of the octooctonionic projective plane (O ⊗ O)P 2 . The space (O ⊗ O)P 2 is a sixteen (octonionic) dimensional space, providing eight dimensions transverse to the original line D 1 D 2 D 3 . We add two worldsheet degrees of freedom to have a total of ten transverse directions.
, behaves as the eleventh dimension for the strings s 1,2 and s 2,3 , as they are stretched into ten-dimensional spacetime by the brane D 2 . The fluctuations for strings s 1,2 , s 2,3 and s 3,1 have reversed orientation modes allowing us to consider the strings as s 1,3 , s 3,2 and s 2,1 . These reversed string fluctuations are described by the conjugate entries in the self-adjoint matrices of h 3 (O ⊗ O). From the perspective of the stretched strings s 1,2 , s 2,3 , the modes originate from the original line D 1 D 3 , making it behave as an orbifold with orientation switching endpoints D 1 and D 3 as described by Horava and Witten in [32] . In fact, if we recall the projective line D 1 D 3 is a copy of (O ⊗ O)P 1 , the D 2 and line D 1 D 3 can be considered a generalized D0-D8 bound state. Here it is not surprising that 248 vector fields are needed to cancel anomalies at the endpoints, as the 248 vector fields naturally emerge from the E 8 gauge symmetry arising from E 8 Lie group of isometries of the space (O ⊗ O)P 2 .
As a consistency check, following the recommendation of L. Motl 4 , we expect nonzero integrals of the instanton number, as well as F 8 , say with value N, which will give us a configuration that condenses into N 10-dimensional superstring spacetimes, showing superstring spacetime to be a codimension-
Tachyon condensation [28] in this model, is interpreted as the transition that takes place when the algebra h 3 (O ⊗ O) exhibits three octonionic eigenvalues over the space (O ⊗ O)P 2 . Before this, the algebra of functions over
, and the space (O ⊗ O)P 2 is covered by three fuzzy Planck cells. There are no distinguished points in (O ⊗ O)P 2 , and therefore there are no localized D0-branes and fundamental strings to consider. When three eigenvalues are identified for an observable matrix in h 3 (O ⊗ O), the matrix takes values on three cells in (O ⊗ O)P 2 and sixteen dimensions of the algebra are distinguished. The values taken on the cells correspond to collinear D0-branes on a line copy of (O ⊗ O)P 1 . The functions connecting these D0-branes in (O ⊗ O)P 2 behave as the fundamental strings with end points on the branes. This description is similar to the interpretation of tachyon condensation in matrix theory, as shown in [29] , where tachyon condensation occurs when the scalar matrices can be diagonalized.
Conclusion
We have shown the geometry of the exceptional Jordan algebra, both projective and spectral, provides a different picture of string theory, where the fundamental strings, D0-branes, and gauge symmetry are mathematically reinterpreted. The following correspondences arise:
fundamental strings ↔ octonionic functions between points D0-branes ↔ discrete spectrum of structure algebra gauge symmetry ↔ derivations of structure algebra It is remarkable that to enhance gauge symmetry in matrix models, dual to intersecting higher branes [25] , one can replace the complex scalar field hermitian matrices with matrices from exceptional Jordan algebras. The resulting configuration is then explained by a Jordan-algebraic Gel'fandNaimark nonassociative geometry. As the collinear branes separate, the nonassociative geometry reduces to products of commutative, associative geometries, corresponding to the spectral geometry of complex projective space with the standard model and its massive particles.
From the differential geometric perspective, we see six and seven dimensional manifolds of SU (3) and G 2 holonomy as remnants of the octonionic short strings with individual degrees of freedom in octonionic projective space OP 1 . In this setting, the appearance of seven-dimensional manifolds with a singularity [24, 26] arises naturally.
The most exciting application, as mentioned in section 4.2, is the possibility that h 3 (O ⊗ O) provides a Jordan algebraic E 8 × E 8 heterotic theory. Such a theory, if consistent, provides a more profound M-theory, that is formally 16-dimensional (128-real dimensional). The sixteen dimensions are those of (O⊗O)P 2 , from which spacetime emerges from the transverse movement of one D0-brane from a collinear arrangement. The resulting picture is that the M-theory universe is (O ⊗ O)P 2 , which is a noncommutative, nonassociative, quantized geometry. In D-brane terminology, the M-theory universe is a 16-dimensional fuzzy membrane, from which our spacetime emerges as a mere line plus worldsheet coordinates. The transition from tachyonic [29] , to massless, to massive modes is fully described in this context by octonionic matrices and their spectral geometry.
The task then remains to find eigenvalues for the algebra h 3 (C ⊗ O), classify projections in the algebras h 3 (H ⊗ O) and h 3 (H ⊗ O) to build the spaces (H ⊗ O)P 2 and (O ⊗ O)P 2 , and use generalized index theorems to calculate integrals of the instanton number and wedge products of F in the octonionic projective spaces. Until this is done, the constructions in this paper are merely descriptions of the nonassociative geometry of Jordan Matrix models, and the relation to D-brane geometry is purely speculation. 
The Appendix
We briefly review the quaternions and octonions, and octonionic hypercomplex numbers. We end with a formulation of the noncommutative Jordan product, which is used for self-adjoint matrices over H ⊗ O and O × O.
The Quaternions H
The quaternions form a 4-dimensional normed division algebra H. They can be represented in the form:
The i, j, and k satisfy the properties
A quaternion q is conjugated as:
As the properties indicate, H is a noncommutative algebra.
The Octonions O
The octonion algebra O is the fourth and largest of the four division algebras, with dimension eight. The octonions complete the rising division algebra sequence: R, C, H, O. An arbitrary octonion element can be expressed in the form:
The units i n satisfy the following properties:
The multiplication table is also recoverable from the points and lines of the Fano plane [14] . Octonion conjugation renders an element ϕ of the form:
Lemma 5.1.1 Given two octonion elements ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 ,
An important corollary of Lemma 5.1.1 is that we gain a real result from the addition of specific multiplicative pairs of octonions. This plays a fundamental role in defining the correct product for 3×3 hermitian octonionic matrices.
The Bioctonions C ⊗ O
The bioctonion algebra C ⊗ O contains zero divisors, so is not a division algebra. An arbitrary element is written as:
There are two types of conjugation: complex and octonionic
Octonionic conjugation is used to close the Jordan algebra h 3 (C ⊗ O) via the property: Lemma 6.3.1 ξ 1ξ2 + ξ 2ξ1 ∈ C.
Proof: Let ξ 1 = ϕ 1 + iϕ 2 and ξ 2 = ϕ 3 + iϕ 4 . Then ξ 1ξ2 = ϕ 1 ϕ 3 + iϕ 1 ϕ 4 + iϕ 2 ϕ 3 − ϕ 2 ϕ 4 ξ 2ξ1 = ϕ 3 ϕ 1 + iϕ 3 ϕ 2 + iϕ 4 ϕ 1 − ϕ 4 ϕ 2 Adding we get: Re(ϕ 3 ϕ 1 ) − Re(ϕ 2 ϕ 4 ) + i(Re(ϕ 1 ϕ 4 ) + Re(ϕ 2 ϕ 3 )) ∈ C.
The Quateroctonions H ⊗ O
The quateroctonion algebra H ⊗ O is a 32-dimensional algebra over the octonions. An arbitrary element is written as:
where the i, j and k commute with the ϕ and satisfy the quaternion unit properties. Octonionic conjugation proceeds as:
Octonionic conjugation is used to close the algebra h 3 (H ⊗ O) via the property: Lemma 6.4.1 χ 1χ2 − χ 2χ1 ∈ H. 
where the i k commute with the ϕ and satisfy the octonion unit properties. Octonionic conjugation proceeds as: ω = ϕ 0 + i 1 ϕ 1 + i 2 ϕ 2 + i 3 ϕ 3 + i 4 ϕ 4 + i 5 ϕ 5 + i 6 ϕ 6 + i 7 ϕ 7
Octonionic conjugation is used to close the algebra h 3 (O ⊗ O) via the property: Lemma 6.5.1
The Noncommutative Jordan Product
The algebras h 3 (H⊗O) and h 3 (O⊗O) are not closed under the Jordan product, thus are not Jordan algebras. They are generically *-algebras, where involution is defined as the octonionic conjugate transpose. As *-algebras, they contain matrices which are self-adjoint under octonionic conjugation, such that:
where M ∈ h 3 (K ⊗ O). For a product to preserve the self-adjoint property we require:
The Jordan product does not satisfy this property for K ⊗ O, K = H, O , which is why we must replace it with the product M ⋆ N = Proof: Given M, N ∈ h 3 (K ⊗ O), after matrix multiplication M N an arbitrary diagonal element is:
To acquire an element of K, we see the subtraction:
x i x j + X iXj + X kXn − (x j x i + X jXi + X nXk ) ∈ K gives the proper result using Lemma 6.4.1 and 6.5.1, which is exactly what occurs under the commutator product M ⋆ N = 1 2 (M N − N M ). The product is not unique, but it arises naturally after the failure of the Jordan product.
